This paper examines two issues concerning the Rgveda, the oldest text of the Indian religious tradition. The first addresses the problem of translating ancient religious poetry into English with an underlying desire to find a balance between maintaining philological accuracy and conveying some of the poetic quality of the original. Two hymns, RV 4.51–52, are used to example how such a balance may be struck, with the resultant translations retaining the syllable-count of the original Vedic metre, but not its rhythmical element. The second issue examined in the paper relates to the contents of these two hymns that are dedicated to the Dawn goddess Uṣas, with RV 4.51 invoking only her plural form and RV 4.52 only the singular. The clear demarcation made between the one and many Dawns in these two hymns is unusual, as elsewhere in the Rgveda, the singular and plural occur in adjacent verses. Hence, a close examination of these two hymns provides the opportunity to elucidate the differing natures of the singular and plural Dawns.
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ON TRANSLATING ANCIENT POETRY

Ancient poetic literature is commonly translated into a prosaic format when intended for a scholarly audience. As scholars grapple with the process of translating an archaic language with all its obscurities, they aim to convey an accurate sense of the source text by principally drawing from the grammatical forms and meanings of words, as well as from philology. Any worth given to the literary style of the original poetry is often dwarfed by the imperative need to express the verbal meaning in a readable manner. Yet the significance of any literary piece extends far beyond merely reducing its contents into components of individual words or phrases. The freedom inherent in the poetic art of any language provides a great capacity for creative expression that is somewhat unattainable in the linguistic structure of prose. Consequently, poetic translations more readily than prose are able to preserve the syntax and stylistic features of the source text, and in the process, employ less interpolation. A successful scholarly translation is thus twofold. It requires the accurate interpretation of a text—a most complex task as the semantic fields and syntactic structures of any two languages are always different—but it must also convey as much of the original literary style as possible, so as to retain verbal precision and textual lucidity. A fine thus balance lies between being faithful to both content and style, whereupon the translator treads carefully in attempting to synthesise these two important criteria.

Chanted in accompaniment to various rituals and sacrifices, the poetic hymns of the Rgveda, the oldest Indic text, praise and invoke an array of Vedic deities. Regrettably, the only two complete English translations of this Vedic Sanskrit text by Wilson and Griffith date from the late 19th century and are now hopelessly outdated. More than one hundred years of academic development has notably improved our knowledge of the Vedic period, and this, coupled with the evolved usage of written English, highlights the imperative need for a new translation. In his prosaic rendering of the text, Wilson solely and indiscriminately relies upon the traditional Indian commentator Sāyana (c. 14th century C.E.). In contrast, Griffith, in his poetic approach that largely retains the syllabic-metre of the original, tends to ignore the commentator and consistently deviates from the source text with overly liberal interpretations. Scholars readily accept the importance of Sāyana’s commentary provided it is used with a discerning eye, as even Wilson himself acknowledged that some of the commentator’s interpretations are obscure and meaningless. To date, the most noteworthy scholarly translations of the Rgveda, Geldner (1951) into German and Renou (1955–1969) incompletely into French, have employed prose, although more recently, free verse was adopted in Elizarenkova’s translation into Russian (1989–1999). The problem with these prosaic translations is that they fail to preserve the metrical form and various stylistic features of the Rgveda, and rather liberally insert simple particles or words, such as ‘and’, ‘who’ and the copula, in an attempt to increase clarity and readability. At a minimum, such interpolation disturbs the original style, but sometimes, can quite dramatically change the overall purport of the verse.

Perhaps the most experimentative translator of the Rgveda has been Macdonell, whose death in 1930 prevented his finishing a complete English edition. His first publication of translations, A Vedic Reader for Students, aims to be very literal affair, without regard to the poetic style, in order to best aid the student. A later selection of his hymns, while forgoing a certain level of verbal accuracy for the sake of readability, goes to great lengths to retain the prescribed Vedic metre, incorporating both the correct number of syllables in each pāda (verse-line), as well as the short and long rhythms. Published posthumously from the notes to his planned complete edition, his final series of hymns dedicated to Usas (the Dawn goddess) are particularly germane to subsequent translations of RV 4.51–52, two of the said Usas hymns. In this later work, Macdonell achieves a fine balance between maintaining a literal, grammatically precise translation, and preserving some of the original poetic style by conforming to the syllabic measure of each pāda, but not to the rhythm.

Without initially intending to do so, the following translations of the two Usas hymns RV 4.51–52 adopt the same type of poetic approach as Macdonell’s final selection of hymns. By means of sparse interpolation (shown within parenthesis), these translations attempt to employ the minimum vocabulary necessary to construct a meaningful composition, which in turn replicates the concise style of the original Sanskrit. Conforming to the syllabic structure also helps to convey the austere beauty and symmetry of the poetic language, the result of which contrasts starkly to an unstructured, wordy translation in prose.
The twenty *Rgvedic* hymns dedicated to the illustrious, shining goddess Uṣas are described by Muir as ‘among the most beautiful—if not the most beautiful—in the entire collection.’ One intriguing enigma concerning Uṣas is her mention in the plural form approximately 30 percent of the time throughout the *Rgveda* and 22 percent specifically within the Uṣas hymns; often, adjacent verses of singular and plural instances are found. The pluralisation of deities is not typical in the *Rgveda*, although a few other singular deities display this feature less frequently. Composed by Vāmādeva, RV 4.51–52 are particularly unusual amongst the Uṣas hymns because the poet intentionally differentiates between the one and many Dawns, with the former hymn invoking only her plural form and the latter only the singular. A comprehensive study of these two hymns gives a glimpse into the differing natures of the singular and plural Dawns, with additional word-play effects employed deliberately by Vāmādeva further hinting at their distinct identities. Accompanying both translation are extensive notes, which summarise and occasionally challenge the traditional commentary of Sāyaṇa and modern scholarship on *Rgvedic* exegesis. Abbreviations used for the main exegetical sources are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td><em>Rgveda</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSLATION OF RV 4.51**

(Triṣṭubh Metre, 4 x 11 syllables)

1. Here that well-known light, oft-recurring eastward,  
   Has from out of the darkness arisen clear.  
   Just now—gleaming far—the daughters of the sky,  
   The Dawns make visible the way to people.

2. Vivid Dawns also have arisen eastward,  
   Like wooden posts set up in sacrifices;  
   Dual doors of darkness, [like those] of the stall,
The shining, lucent, pure ones have forced open.

3. [Their] shining today inspires the generous
   To impart offerings—the bounteous Dawns!
   The misers immersed in gloom—let them sleep on—
   Awakening not in the midst of darkness.

4. O Dawn goddesses! Would that ancient pathway
   Or a new one have belonged to you today,
   By which, rich ones, on Navagva, Aṅgira,
   Dāśagva, Saptāsya you illumined riches?

5. For you, goddesses, by properly yoked steeds
   Around the creatures travel each single day,
   Arousing, O Dawns, the dozing two-footed,
   The four-footed, all life to propel itself.

6. Please! Where [is she] who among these is ancient,
   By whom the Rbhus’ tasks have emanated?
   When beautiful Dawns move to adorn themselves,
   Like, unageing – never are they known apart.

7. They alone have been those beaming Dawns of old
   —[With] superior shine, born true from order—
   To whom he having sacrificed, toiled with hymns,
   Exalting, chanting, has treasure each day gained.

8. Eastward: they are advancing altogether,
   Diffused from the selfsame source altogether.
   Goddesses rousing from the place of order,
   Like the cows gushing forth, nearer the Dawns draw.

9. Just now [are] those ones altogether combined;
   With undiminished hue, the Dawns are moving,
   Sweeping the black void away with luminous
   Bodies—so light-coloured, so bright, so glowing.

10. A wealth in offspring, O daughters of the sky,
    Bestow on us [by] shining, O goddesses!
    Waking you all from a comfortable couch,
    We should be leaders of a heroic troop.

11. That I beg you for, O daughters of the sky,
    O Dawns, shining as sacrifice’s banner.
    We should be eminent among the people—
    That may the Sky and the Earth goddess confer.

NOTES TO RV 4.51

1a.  āyām- ‘here that well-known (one)’ follows Wackernagel who argues that due to tyā-
     operating within the sphere of spoken language in the sense of ‘jener bekannte’, the pronoun ayām-
     in the same case may easily precede it.iii

     tyāt: the pronoun describes jyōtī- ‘light’ here and jānti- ‘maid’, an attribute of Dawn at RV
     4.52.1a.

     purutāmam: ‘oft-recurring’ is based on Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) ‘oft wiederkehrend’ and MW
     (s.v.) ‘frequent, ever-recurring’, Griffith (RV, p.232) and Macdonell (RV, p.360) literally translate
     the word with its superlative suffix as ‘most abundant’. Noting the inadequacy of Griffith and Macdonell’s
     translation, Renou (RV, p.64) comments upon the semi-ordinal quality of purutāmā- as meaning
     ‘éminente entre beaucoup, entre pārvēḥ’. Gonda, doubtful as to whether the word denotes the dawn of
     every day or of the New Year alone, suggests translating the disputed word as ‘the last of many’.

ix
1b. *jyōtīth ... tāmasah*: 'light' and 'darkness' are often mentioned together in diametric opposition; cf. RV 4.52.6b *jyōtisā tāmaḥ*

*vayūnavat*: ‘clear’ is based on Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) ‘hell’ and BöWb (s.v.) ‘hell, klar’; the only other RV instance, in the variant form *vayūnavat-*, describes the transformation of tāmas- ‘darkness’; sā tā́ tāmō *vayunām tātāravāt / sāryenā vayunāvac vocārā* ‘The unclear darkness, extending far, [Indra] has made clear with the sun’ (RV 6.21.3ab). Translators of RV 4.51.1b do not consider that the attribute elsewhere qualifies tāmasas—Renou (RV, pp.71–72) translates the word as ‘portent les signes demarcateurs’, and also mentions that the Indian commentarial tradition understood it as ‘qui rend les choses claires’ with an underlying notion of knowledge, as seen by the comments of S prakṛṣṭakāntimat, prajānāma, prajñopetam, and prajñāpakam; Macdonell (RV, p.360) follows the traditional exegesis with ‘that makes things clear’; Griffith (RV, p.232) chooses ‘splendid’ with its luminous associations; Geldner (RV, p.482) diverges significantly, ‘die Zeiten machend’.

1c. *nānām*: the additional word ‘just’ strengthens ‘now’ to pose a greater distinction between the verbs *ashtāḥ* and *kṛnavaṇaṃ*.

dīvō duhitāraḥ: ‘daughter of the sky’ is an important epithet of Usas found only three times in the plural (RV 4.51.1c, 10a, 11a) out of a total of 38 references; for a discussion on the epithet, see Renou (RV, p.15) and Gonda (Epi. pp.96–97).

1d. *kṛnavaṇa*: 3rd person subjunctive is used in the future sense of ‘will’, see Macdonell.3

2a. *u*: ‘also’; in this instance, the enclitic particle acts anaphorically to join sentences when word(s) are repeated, such as the root aorists from *sthā-* and indeclinable purāstāt found here and in v.1ab, see Macdonell.3 This repeated vocabulary in vv.1–2 shows that first the well-known light arises in the east, followed by the vivid Dawns.

2b. *svāravah*: this ritualistic term refers specifically to the wooden posts used in sacrificial rites, MW (s.v.).

2c. *vrajaśyā tāmaso dvārāḥ*: the interpretation of this simile as ‘dual doors of darkness’ [like those] of the stall’ depends on RV 1.92.4d: gāvo nā vrajām vyuṣā āvar tāmaḥ ‘Dawn has disclosed darkness, like cows [do] the stall’.

dvārāḥ: the only other reference to Dawn(s) opening two doors concerns those of the sky: vī dvārāvṛnāvo divāḥ (RV 1.48.15b).

3c. *acitrā*: ‘gloom’, signifying ‘an infinite degree of darkness or obscurity’xii, emphasises the misers’ state; Renou (RV, p.73) remarks, ‘ceci équivaut aux ténèbres éternelles’. The opposition between *acitrā* here and the epithet *citrāḥ* ‘vivid’ at v.2a confirms that the former is absent of Dawns and their brightness.

*panāyaha*: the word *pani*- has a double meaning, signifying both human misers and the mythological demons known as the Pañis. According to the Vala myth, the Pañis enclose the Dawn(s), cows, light, and waters in a dark cave, which in turn prevents the morning dawn from shining as seen in the wintry reduction of daylight. The ungenerous worshippers may be interpreted as human manifestations of the Pañis, because through their lack of worship they similarly perpetuate a state of darkness, not benefiting from Dawn’s luminosity. A similar parallel may be drawn between the poets in this hymn, whose praise encourages the Dawns to shine, and the ancient *ṛṣis* ‘seers’ in the Vala myth, whose singing released the luminous treasures from the cave.


*bahbhāyāt*: ‘would have belonged to’ is based on Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) ‘jemandem (gen, dat) angehören, eigen sein’ in order to accommodate the dative pronoun *vah*. Geldner (RV, p.482), Griffith (RV, p.232), Macdonell (RV, p.360), and Wilson (RV, p.163) adopt the copula, while Renou (RV, p.71) the verb ‘aura’.

Geldner (RV, p.482) differs considerably with ‘zum vierten Male’. The attribute purutāma- refers to *jyōtis*—here and to Dawn indirectly through the pronoun *esā* at RV 1.124.6a, a connection that should be noted.
4c. návagve áṅgire dáśagve: the names of ancient ṛṣis of the Navagya, Angiras, and Daśagya clans respectively.

návagve: the element náva- ‘nine’ is perhaps a sound-play used in response to the question about the ancient (sandhyāḥ) or new (návah) pathway, suggesting that a new one belongs to the Dawns.

4d. saptāśye: Brhaspati is presumably meant here since he is described as such in RV 4.50.4cd: saptāśyas tuvijaś ráveṇa / vi saptāśrasīṁ adhamat tāmānsī ‘Seven-mouthed, seven-tongued [Brhaspati] of powerful nature blew away darkness with a roar’. Differing somewhat, Geldner (RV, p.482), Wilson (RV, p.163), and Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) based on Ś saptacchandoyuktamukhe interpret the word as an adjective describing all the clans.

5a. rta-: Elizarenkova and Witzel both propose an idiomatic translation of this ambiguous word of which no European equivalent encompasses the breadth of its variant, contextual meanings.

In brief, the word expresses the sense of a cosmic law, the force of active truth, a principle of universal harmony, through to sacrifice on a ritualistic level.

5b. bhúvanānā: ‘creatures’, connected with dviśc cātuspād in pāda d, is translated similarly to Geldner (RV, p.482), Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.), and Renou (RV, p.71). Griffith (RV, p.232), Macdonell (RV, p.361), and Wilson (RV, p.163) render it as ‘worlds’, although according to Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.), this translation applies only in the specific instances, mostly in singular form in reference to one or the entire world, with the few plural usages occurring in later Books 9 and 10.

5d. dviśc cātuspād: ‘two-footed, four-footed’ is stylistically closer to the original Sanskrit than ‘biped, quadruped’ Geldner (RV, p.482), Macdonell (RV, p.361), and Renou (RV, p.71).

6a. kvā: pāda d seems to provide the answer to the question, ‘where’ is the ancient Dawn among those present, by stating they are not known apart, thus suggesting one Dawn cannot be singled out from her counterparts.

6b. Wilson (RV, p.163) similarly translates this pāda as ‘through whom the works of the Ribhhus were accomplished’; differing, Geldner (RV, p.482), Griffith (RV, p.232), Macdonell (RV, p.361) and Renou (RV, p.71) each introduce the gods as the implicit subject: ‘On which they [the gods] impose the tasks of the Rbhus’ (Macdonell). The verse is understood to allude to a mythological reference at RV 1.161.2ab, where the gods, through the intermediary of Agni, instruct three mortal brothers, the Rbhus, to make their single chalice into four (ekāṃ camasāṃ catārāḥ kropotana / tūd vo devā abravam). By opting for this interpretation, vidhānā ‘tasks’ is read in the accusative rather than nominative case, whereas the treatment of the instrumental relative pronoun yēyā is particularly problematic because it is unclear why and how an ancient Dawn is involved in the divine imposition of the Ribhus’ tasks.

Re-examining the key mythological hymn RV 1.161, however, provides a different context for interpretation. When asked to transform the one chalice into four, the Ribhus reply to Agni by listing four objects that are to be made: a horse, car, milch-cow, and two youthful ones (āśvah kārtvah rātha utēhā kārtvāh / dhenuḥ kārtvā yuvāsā dvē, RV 1.161.3bc). In v.5, the Ribhus make other names for themselves when in the company of the gods, and then with these new names a virgin (kanyā, also girl and daughter) saves them (spr.: ‘schütten, retten’ Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.)). Who is the virgin and how does she save them? At RV 1.123.10a, the Dawn is likened to a virgin (kanyā), which draws an important correlation between the goddess and this attribute. Immediately after the virgin rescues the Ribhus, three of the four objects previously listed suddenly manifest: īndro hārī yuvājeyāśvinā rātham / bhṛhaspatir viśvārāpmāṃ āupājata ‘Indra has yoked the two steeds, the Asvins [have] the car; Brhaspāti drove a dappled cow near’ (RV 1.161.6ab). In v.7, the text describes how an aging pair is made young again. Thus, Dawn appears to save the Ribhus by aiding them in their creative process. Returning to the meaning of this particular verse (RV 4.51.6b), a more pertinent translation transpires whereby the four tasks of the Ribhus emanate by the aide of an ancient Dawn (kanyā).

6c. sābham: ‘to adorn themselves’ is based on Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.), ‘um sich zu schmücken’ who notes the infinitive sense of the word.

7a. tāḥ ... tāḥ: the double use of the pronoun is neither emphatic nor redundant as Geldner (RV, p.482), Griffith (RV, p.232), Macdonell (RV, p.361), and Wilson (RV, p.163) translate it. Interpreted similarly to Renou (RV, p.71), the first tāḥ anaphorically refers to the Dawns who move in the present at v.6cd,
while the second, read with *bhadrā uṣāsah purāḥ*, has a demonstrative sense of ‘those’; the copula then renders the identification of the present and past Dawns.

*bhadrā*: the attribute ‘beaming’ describes *raśmāyaḥ* ‘light rays’ at RV 4.52.5a, hinting at the equivalence of the plural Dawns and rays.

*purāḥ*: *S purām*.

7b. *abhijñādyumnaḥ*: *abhijñi*- ‘superior’ is based on Renou’s translation ‘prééminent’ and notes (RV, pp.71, 74), as well as Geldner’s translation ‘überwältigenden’ and his lengthy explanation of this difficult term (RV, pp.215–16, 482). The translation of *-dyumnaḥ* ‘shine’ resembles Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) and Geldner (RV, p.482) ‘Glanz’, and Renou (RV, p.71) ‘éclat’.

*rtājñāsasya*: *rtā*- is translated as ‘order’ like Griffith (RV, p.232), Macdonell (RV, p.361), and Renou (RV, p.71), rather than ‘heiliges Werk Entsprössene’, Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) taken from S *yajna*. The adverbial translation of *-sāyaḥ* as ‘true’, based on Renou (RV, p.71) ‘véritablement’ and Geldner (RV, p.482) ‘rechtzeitig’, means that a *dvanda* compound is not interpreted between *rtājñāta*- and *sāyaḥ* as done by S ‘born on account of sacrifice and having the results of truth’, Geldner (RV, p.482) ‘die rechtzeitig geborenen und zuverlässigigen’, and Macdonell (RV, p.361) ‘born in order, true to time’.

7c. *tānāḥ* *śaśamānāḥ*: ‘having sacrificed, [having] toiled’ expresses the perfect participle quality, which no other translations do.

7d. *stuvāḥ chāmsan*: ‘exalting, chanting’ likewise expresses the present participle quality, which no other translations do.

8b. *samānātah*: ‘from the selfsame source’ is based on S *samānad desād antarikṣāt*.

8c. *rtāsya sādasaḥ*: ‘from the place of order’ draws from Gonda’s interpretation that ‘the Dawns have their origin in, or rather are based on or conditioned by, rta; what it says is that at the “place” where the Dawns awake rta makes its presence felt’; it differs from the idiomatic translation of *rta*- as ‘sacrifice’ suggested by S *rtāsya yajñasya sadasaḥ sadaḥ*.

8d. *gāvām nā sārgāḥ*: this simile is more fully rendered ‘like the gushing forth (of a herd) of cows (from newly opened stables)’; S compares it to *udakāṇāṁ srṣṭaya iva* and to *raśmāyah*. The same simile describes *raśmāyah* ‘rays of light’ at RV 4.52.5b, indicating Vāmadeva’s attempt to show a correspondence between the Dawns and light rays.


9a. *tā in nv evā*: ‘just now those ones’ draws from Graßmann’s comment ‘wo id nur das eva verstärkt’ (W. RV, §302); differently, Geldner ‘noch immer dieselben’ and Macdonell (RV, p.361) ‘The same even now’ translate *tā id* in the sense of ‘the same’.


9b. *āmīta*: ‘undiminished’ is translated the same as Macdonell (RV, p.361) and Griffith (RV, p.233); the word derives from the past passive participle of *mī- ‘mindern, aufheben; ... verändern’ BoWB (s.v.). In regards to the phenomenon of dawn, where the ever-changing sky grows vastly in luminosity and colour, the hue qualified by *āmīta*- is more accurately ‘not lessened or diminished’, rather than ‘unveränderter’ Geldner (RV, p.483) and Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.), or ‘inaltérable’, Renou (RV, p.71).

9c. *ādhvam*: ‘non-being, nothingness, void’ seem apt translations considering the word’s derivation from *bha- ‘to be’. Despite giving a translation of ‘Unheimlichkeit, Grauen’, Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) comments that *ādhva* is ‘nicht seienende’; with a translation of ‘l’informité’, Renou (RV, pp. 36, 71) notes that *ādhá* at RV 10.129.3 has the sense of nothingness or a void, and cites Neisser’s observation that ‘Unding’ and ‘Unwesen’ characterise darkness.

*dīta*: *S kṛṣṇoḥ rūpam*. 67
9cd. rūśadbhīḥ ... tānūbhīḥ: masculine rūśadbhīḥ and feminine tānūbhīḥ are read together similarly to Renou (RV, p.71), Griffith (RV, p.233), and S even though the words are grammatically incompatible; Geldner (RV, p.483) and Macdonell (RV, p.361) take the words separately, supplying to the attribute rūśadbhīḥ the nouns ‘Farben’ and ‘hues’ respectively.

10c. syonā: Geldner (RV, p.483) questions whether syonā- refers to barhīs- ‘sacrificial kuśa grass’ (RV 10.110.4, 8) or sādas- ‘sacrificial seat’ (according to his translation of v.8c); Renou (RV, p.75) notes ‘ici le sens de yōnī est latent’. Is syonā-, however, the couch of the worshippers or the Dawns? For Geldner (RV, p.483), Griffith (RV, p.233), and Macdonell (RV, p.361) it is the worshippers’, whereas for Renou (RV, p.72) it seems to be the Dawns’.

vaḥ: S yuṣmān.

11a. tāt: the neuter demonstrative pronoun refers to the neuter noun suvīrīya- ‘heroic troop’, not to masculine rayī- ‘wealth’.

11b. yajñākетuḥ: the analysis of this compound draws from RV 1.113.19, where Dawn is described as yajñāṣya ketuḥ ‘the banner of sacrifice’; for an extensive discussion on the word, see Oldenberg.

TRANSLATION OF RV 4.52

(Gāyatrī Metre, 3 x 8 syllables)

1. That well-known, vitally young maid,
   Shining away from [her] sister,
   Daughter of the sky has appeared.

2. Like a mare, vivid [and] reddish,
   Harmonious mother of cows,
   Dawn has become the Aśvins’ friend.

3. Both friend you are of the Aśvins
   And a mother of cows you are;
   Also Dawn, wealth have you possessed.

4. Driving adversaries away
   With care, O one of youthful verve,
   You we have roused with praising hymns.

5. The beaming light rays have appeared,
   Like the gushing forth of the cows—
   Dawn has suffused the wide expanse.

6. [Through] suffusing [it], O bright one,
   You have unveiled darkness with light.
   O Dawn, strengthen [your] own nature!

7. The sky you illume with light rays;
   You illume [your] dear, wide airspace,
   O Dawn, with a light-coloured glow.

NOTES TO RV 4.52

1a. syē: cf. RV 4.51.1ab tyāt ... jyōtīs, while observing the potential equivalence of ‘that well-known light’ and ‘that well-known maid [Dawn]’; see also notes at RV 4.51.1a.

   sūnārī: ‘vitally-young’ follows Gonda (Epi., p.99) who discusses the aspect of youthful vigour inherent in the word.

1b. cf. RV 1.124.8a, where Rātrī (Night) empties her womb for her superior sister (Uṣas); and RV 10.127.3.
påri: ‘apart from’ the indeclinable is translated emphatically with the ablative svásaḥ to highlight the distinction between the sisters Uṣā and Rātrī; it is not read as a second prefix to rśacyahūtāḥ as maintained by Graßmann (W. RV, §1231).

2a. cf. RV 1.30.21.1c áśive ná citre aruṣi and 10.75.7d áśvā ná citrā; thus, citrā and áruṣi are both included with áśvā in the simile.
citrā: cf. RV 4.51.2a where the attribute describes plural Dawns.

2b. ṛtāvarī: literally ‘possessing ṛtā’; the translation ‘harmonious’ is taken in the sense of Dawn possessing the principle of harmony that governs the three Vedic worlds. Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) ‘heilig’ and Renou (RV, p.76) ‘gardienne de l’Ordre’ differ somewhat; an idiomatic translation (see notes at RV 4.51.5a) is chosen by Geldner (RV, p.483) ‘zeitige’ and Macdonell (RV, p.362) ‘timely’.

3a. this pāda reiterates v.2c, except here the aorist from bhū- replaces the present tense verb from as-. An immediate transition in the relationship of Dawn and the Aśvins becomes evident during the poet’s chanting, perhaps reflecting a change in the morning sky.

3b. yāvayāḍveṣasam: the epithet, ‘driving adversaries away’, indicates Dawn’s enemies precede her, probably corresponding as Griffith (RV, p.233) suggests to the nocturnal darkness or evil spirits of night; cf. RV 1.113.12a.

4a. cikitvīt: this is the sole example of this adverb, which derives from the perfect participle cikitvat of cīt- ‘to know, observe, be attentive; to care for’ MW (s.v.) with the atypical suffix -it added; for further analysis of the word, see Renou (RV, p.77). Renou, along with Geldner (RV, p.483), Griffith (RV, p.233), and Macdonell (RV, p.362), reads the adverb with the main verb in the sense of ‘à la pensée vigilante’; however, given the adverb’s syntactical proximity to yāvayāḍveṣasam, an epithet of verbal quality, the above translation instead interprets them together.
sūntāvarī: ‘O one of youthful verve’ borrows from Gonda (Epi., pp.98-99) and his discussion on the necessity of youthful vigour to dispel darkness and bestow treasures.

4b. prāti abhūtsmahī: The verb prāti+budh-, employed here as an aorist and at RV 4.51.10c as a present participle, relates to the worshippers arousing the Dawn, whereas with the verbs budh- and prāti+budh-, the Dawn herself wakes others.

5a. prāti ... anu+svadhāmaḥ: a word-play occurs between this middle aorist and the passive aorist prāti ... adarśā in v.1.ac, both derived from the verbal root from prāti+drś; we see from this repeated verb that first the Dawn appears, followed by light rays. See also notes at RV 4.51.1–2 where verbs from the root sthā- and the indeclinable purāstāṁ recur, linked by the particle u.

bhadrāḥ: the attribute qualifying raśmāyāḥ here and the Dawns at RV 4.51.7a illustrates a potential equivalence between the light rays and Dawns.

5b. gāvāṁ sārgāḥ nā: the simile also qualifies the Dawns, see notes at RV 4.51.8d.

5c. jråyāḥ: ‘expanse’, see Renou (RV, p.77) for a discussion.

6a. āpaprāśiḥ: as Dawn has unveiled darkness by means of suffusing the wide expanse, the perfect participle here adopts a present sense, rather than a past one; Wackernagel states that this is occasionally possible.

6b. jyotiṣā tāmāḥ: see notes at RV 4.51.1b.

6c. ānu svadhām avaḥ: is ānu a separable indeclinable read with the accusative noun svadāhām or prefix to the verb avaḥ? It is rendered an indeclinable by Geldner (RV, p.483) ‘sei nach eigenem Ermessen gnändig’, Griffith (RV, p.232) ‘after thy nature aid us’, Macdonell (RV, p.362) ‘aid (us) by thine own sweet will’, and Renou (RV, p.76) ‘favorise-(nous) selon ta loi proper’. Graßmann (W. RV, s.v.) differs by treating it as prefix, thus translating ānu+av- as ‘erlaben, aufrischen’ in the sense of ‘strengthen (your) own nature’. Elsewhere in this hymn, the worshippers do not ask Dawn for anything, so it seems unlikely that this second-last verse contains the worshipper’s sole request for favour.
‘light’ and then to an attribute of Dawn, demonstrative pronoun plural Dawns and light rays. Another example relating instead to the singular Dawn utilises the RV 4.52.5ab. The vocabulary employed here by Vāmādeva’s strategically positioned vocabulary in both hymns can serve as a means to indicate the distinct identities of the one and many Dawns. For example, the attribute bhadrā- ‘beaming’ describes the Dawns in RV 4.51.7a and raśmāyaḥ ‘light rays’ in RV 4.52.5ab, and in the same manner, the simile gāvāṃ nā sārgāḥ ‘like the gushing forth of cows’ refers to the Dawns in RV 4.51.8d and light rays in RV 4.52.5ab. The vocabulary employed here by Vāmādeva highlights a correspondence between the plural Dawns and light rays. Another example relating instead to the singular Dawn utilises the demonstrative pronoun tvā- ‘that well-known one’, which refers in RV 4.51.1ab to the singular jyōtis- ‘light’ and then to an attribute of Dawn, jānī- ‘maid’, in RV 4.52.1a. The prominent position of the pronoun tvā- in the opening pāda of both hymns reinforces the possible equivalence of the singular light and Dawn.

Another stylistic feature, where the first verb in each hymn is repeated, confirms the notion that the singular Dawn corresponds to light and the plural to rays of light. The aorist from the root sūhā- ‘to arise’ and the indeclinable purāṅtāḥ ‘eastward’ recur in RV 4.51, with the two verses linked by the conjunctive particle u. The connotation is that first the well-known light arises in the east (v.1ab), followed by the vivid Dawns (v.2a). Similarly, the aorist from the root prāti+dṛś- ‘to appear’ repeats in RV 4.52, illustrating that first a single Dawn appears (v.1ac), followed by many light rays afterwards (v.5ab). Studying in parallel these two deliberate repetitions of main verbs, it transpires that first the single light/Dawn emerges, and subsequently the plural Dawns/light rays.

From this small sample of just two Rgvedic hymns, I tentatively propose that the plural Dawns correspond to the rays of light. The identity of the singular Dawn is less apparent as textual descriptions describe her using different luminous entities instrumentally, while the repetitions of the pronoun tvā- and two main verbs point to the equivalence of Dawn and light. Resolving these two aspects, we may conclude that the singular Dawn comprises of the light she disperses. The key ideas emerging from the close study of RV 4.51–52 nonetheless highlight the need for more exhaustive research into the enigma of singular and plural Dawns within a wider Rgvedic context.
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